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Discover applications of Fourier analysis on finite non-Abelian groups
The majority of publications in spectral techniques consider Fourier transform on Abelian groups. However, non-Abelian groups provide notable advantages in efficient implementations of spectral methods.      

Fourier Analysis on Finite Groups with Applications in Signal Processing and System Design examines aspects of Fourier analysis on finite non-Abelian groups and discusses different methods used to determine compact representations for discrete functions providing for their efficient realizations and related applications. Switching functions are included as an example of discrete functions in engineering practice. Additionally, consideration is given to the polynomial expressions and decision diagrams defined in terms of Fourier transform on finite non-Abelian groups.     

A solid foundation of this complex topic is provided by beginning with a review of signals and their mathematical models and Fourier analysis. Next, the book examines recent achievements and discoveries in:     

	Matrix interpretation of the fast Fourier transform
	Optimization of decision diagrams
	Functional expressions on quaternion groups
	Gibbs derivatives on finite groups
	Linear systems on finite non-Abelian groups
	Hilbert transform on finite groups


Among the highlights is an in-depth coverage of applications of abstract harmonic analysis on finite non-Abelian groups in compact representations of discrete functions and related tasks in signal processing and system design, including logic design. All chapters are self-contained, each with a list of references to facilitate the development of specialized courses or self-study.     

With nearly 100 illustrative figures and fifty tables, this is an excellent textbook for graduate-level students and researchers in signal processing, logic design, and system theory—as well as the more general topics of computer science and applied mathematics.     

       About the Author
   RADOMIR S. STANKOVIC, PhD, is Professor, Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Electronics, University of Nis, Serbia.      

CLAUDIO MORAGA, PhD, is Professor, Department of Computer Science, Dortmund University, Germany.      

JAAKKO T. ASTOLA, PhD, is Professor, Institute of Signal Processing, Tampere University of Technology, Finland.       
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Measuring Computer Performance: A Practitioner's GuideCambridge University Press, 2000
Measuring Computer Performance sets out the fundamental techniques used in analyzing and understanding the performance of computer systems. The emphasis is on practical methods of measurement, simulation, and analytical modeling. David Lilja discusses performance metrics and provides detailed coverage of the strategies used in benchmark programs....
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Dilemmas Of International Trade: Second Edition (Dilemmas in World Politics)Westview Press, 2000

	In the post-Cold War world, trade is the new arena for competition-between nations, between groups, between ethical and theoretical ideas. In this revised and updated second edition of Dilemmas of International Trade political economist Bruce Moon puts contemporary trade events--NAFTA, United States-Japan controversies, the Uruguay...
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Biomarkers in Breast Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	Expert laboratory and clinical researchers from around the world review how to design and evaluate studies of tumor markers and examine their use in breast cancer patients. The authors cover both the major advances in sophisticated molecular methods and the state-of-the-art in conventional prognostic and predictive indicators. Among the...
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Writing Successfully in ScienceRoutledge, 1992
Are you a reluctant writer? If so, you are in good company. Many scientists, even the most successful ones, would rather get on with their next piece of work than settle down to reporting the last piece. But it is a fact of scientific life that every worthwhile research project must lead to publication or a written report of some kind. Each new...
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When Law and Medicine Meet: A Cultural View (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2008

	What happens when two systems, law and medicine, are joined in the arena of the court? This work deals with the structure and the premises of two diverse discourse models; the approach is anthropological.


	Several chapters are preponderantly based on legal research, addressing cases requiring testimony by expert witnesses on recent...
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Implementing Service Quality in IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Why implement service quality? Is it possible to ensure reliable service quality in multi-service IP networks? Which technologies help in making end-to-end quality of service a realistic business proposition?    

In Implementing Service Quality in IP Networks, Vilho Räisänen answers these questions and more. The author...
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